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Understanding Pupil Performance for Secondary School
Governors
Date Thu, 24 Jan 2019 19:00 - 21:00
Description In order to understand the presentation of the data and the coverage participants will
then consider their own school’s documentation and the questions this raises.
There will also be a brief introduction to the 16-18 accountability data focusing on Alps.
• Participants will understand the new accountability measures for 2018.
• Participants will be clear about the various information sources available.
• Participants will be equipped to read the key tool – the Raise (ASP) Report and Ofsted Inspection
Dashboard.
• Participants will be able to use the Dashboard to formulate challenge questions.

Venue Waltham Forest Town Hall, Forest Road, Walthamstow, London, E17 4JF
Name Governor Services
BookingInfo
Bookings will be taken through the WF Online system and will continue to be taken by the normal
channels.
Bookings can be made by phone, email or at your Governing Body meeting.
Should you require further information please contact
Governor Services on 020 8496 6351 or Email: mailto:governor.services@walthamforest.gov.uk
Participants should bring printed off copies in colour of their school’s Ofsted Raise (ASP)
documentation..
Outline
The course will look at the new accountability measures for 2018 and how they are calculated. The
Trainer will briefly overview the range of performance information available to schools and governors
and where to locate this. Raise online has changed again and the Trainer will focus on the new
Ofsted Raise online Analyse School Performance (ASP) document.
Outcome
In order to understand the presentation of the data and the coverage, participants will consider their
own school’s documentation and the questions this raises.
Audience All secondary School Governors
Training Id 76496
Course code GOV-0119-T002
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